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SINCE the discovery of the Jones polynomial and its far reaching generalizations it appeared 
that many of these new invariants can be obtained by so called state sums, associated to 
a diagram of the link. These state sums have in common that they are built up by a very high 
number of summands. 
In this paper we introduce a state sum for knots in real line bundles over non-simply 
connected surfaces in a very simple and effective way. This leads to a new invariant for 
a certain class of links in the three-sphere. The invariant is a secondary invariant for the 
linking number and is used to obtain an estimate from below for a generalized unknotting 
number. 
A conjugacy invariant for braids is another application of the new state sum. We use this 
to show that the exchange move for braids, introduced by Birman and Menasco [4, 51, 
indeed changes the conjugacy class of the braid in many cases. This conjugacy invariant can 
also often be used to show very quickly that a given braid (and for a pure braid even all of its 
powers) is not conjugate to any positive braid. 
Combining our invariant with techniques of Birman and Menasco [4, 5) and Morton 
[I I] we prove that there are infinitely many pairwise non-conjugate presentations of the 
unknot as (the closure of) a braid with four strings, which are all irreducible, i.e. none of 
them is conjugate to a stabilization of a braid with three strings. Hence, braid presentations 
of the unknot are as complicated as they could only be. 
$1. THE BASIC CONSTRUffION 
Let F* be a non-simply connected smooth surface (not necessarily compact or orient- 
able) and let p: E + F* be a real line bundle with orientable total space E. We fix an 
orientation of E. Let KG E be an oriented knot in general position with respect o p, i.e. 
p(K) is a connected immersed curve with ordinary double points as the only singularities. 
The projection p induces, as usual, a diagram of K in F*. A writhe w(q) = + I is 
well-defined in each double point 4 of p(K). For this we choose an orientation of the fibre 
E, = p-‘(q). This determines the undercross and the overcross for the two branches of 
K intersecting E, 
Definilion I. w(q) = - 1 if the three-frame (undercross, overcross, fibre E,) agrees with 
the orientation of E and w(q) = - 1 otherwise (see Fig. I). 
LEMMA I. The definiGon of the writhe is correct. 
Proofi If we reverse the orientation of E, then the undercross and the overcross 
interchange and, hence, the writhe hasn’t changed. 
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Let [p(K)] denote the homology class in H, (F*; Z) represented by p(K). We distinguish 
two cases. 
Case I. (w,(F*), [p(K)]) z 1 mod 2, i.e. p(K) is one-sided immersed in F’. (Here 
w,( F’) denotes the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the tangent bundle of F’.) 
Let q E p(K) be a crossing. We split the curve p(K) in q with respect to the orientation 
(see Fig. 2) and obtain two oriented curves on F ‘. Exactly one of them is again one-sided 
immersed in F*. We denote by r(q) the class in H ,(F*; Z) represented by this curve. Let 
H denote the free Z-module generated by H,(F*; B). 
De$nition 2. The sntull state su~n tYK E H is defined by the sum over all crossings q 
WK = Cw(q)S(q) - b(q) CP(K)l. 
Y ( > Y 
Cuse Il. (wl(F2). [p(K)]) - 0 mod 2. 
Let q E p(K) be a crossing. We again split p(K) at q with respect to the orientation of 
p(K). There are again two cases: Either both resulting curves are one-sided immersed in F* 
or both are two-sided immersed. We consider only those crossings q for which the second 
possibility occurs and call them crossings of type II. We orient F* along p(K). In crossings 
of type II this determines a well-defined orientation of F*. Together with the orientation of 
E this determines an orientation of E,. Hence, the overcross and the undercross of k in q are 
now determined invariantly. The point is, that we can now distinguish the two curves which 
result from the splitting of p(K) at q. Let t+(q) denote the class in H,(F*; Z) which is 
represented by the curve which comes from the undercross and goes to the overcross at q, 
and let correspondingly, r-(q) denote the class represented by the other curve (see Fig. 3). 
Let H denote the free Z-module generated by H ,(F*; Z)/l,,,K~l=,O~ (i.e. we have in H,(F*; Z) 
identified just two elements, namely the class represented by p(K) with the O-element.) 
Definition 3. The small state sum W, E H is defined as the element which is induced by 
the sum over all crossings q of type II 
w, = c w(Y)c+(q) - 
q of type II (, .f;p. llw+o~* 
THEOREM 1. WK is an isotopy inoariant of K 4 E in each of the both cases. 
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Prooj: We consider Case II. (The proof in Case I is similar and is therefore omitted.) We 
have to check the invariance of W, under the oriented Rcidcmcister moves of type I, If and 
III as in the cast of the trivial bundle over [w* (see Fig. 4). This is in fact sullicicnt. bccausc 
the Reidemeister moves correspond to the gcnerical singularities of any one-parameter 
family of projections of a curve into a surface. 
The invariance under moves of type III (i.c. passing a triple point in the projection) is 
evident, because the writhe w(4) is invariant and the class t+(y) doesn’t change undor 
a homotopy of the corresponding curve on F2. 
Under a move of type II (i.e. passing a tat-node in the projection) a pair of crossings 
4 and 4’ appears or disappears. As easily seen, 4 and 4’ are either both of type If or both not, 
w(4) = - ~(4’) and 5’ (4) = 5 +(4’) (see Fig. 3). 
Consequently, WK doesn’t change. 
A move of type I (i.e. passing a cusp in the projection) adds or eliminates always 
a crossing 4 of type II. The crossing 4 always contributes a summand of the form w(4) (0) or 
w(y)[p( K)]. But we have identified (0) with [p(K)] and hence the last term in the definition 
of WK compensates the change under a move of type I. The theorem is proved. 
In the following we will be only interested in the case of oricntable surfaces F 2. Hence, 
the bundle E is trivial and all crossings are of type II. 
The most important property of WK is its very simple “skein relation”. Let 4~ p(K) be 
a crossing and let K + and K _ denote the associated knots as usual (see, e.g. [IO]). 
WK, - w,_ = t+(4) + r-(4) - 2{0} (1) 
This follows immediately from the definition, bccausc a crossing change interchanges 
f ‘(4) and t-(4). 
Consequently, if we make a crossing change in a crossing 4 for which both t+(4) and 
t-(4) are not zero then W, changes. Hence, it is not an invariant of regular homotopy of K. 
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Rsmark. In the definitions and results of this paragraph we could have replaced the 
homology classes 5, r+, 5- by the free homotopy classes of the corresponding curves on F*. 
But we make no use from this in this paper. 
$2 A SECONDARY LINK INVARIANT 
Let L be an oriented non-trivial fibred knot and let cp: S3\L + S’ be the fibration, i.e. 
rp is a smooth map without singularities and induces an open book structure near L (see, e.g. 
[ 143). As well-known, cp is unique up to isotopy. Let E be the infinite cyclic covering of S’\ L 
corresponding to a meridian of L. cp lifts to a smooth function @: E 4 R and, hence, E has 
a product structure F* x R. where F* is the fiber surface of cp. The action of the group of 
deck transformations is generated by the monodromy 
T:F’+F’ (see, e.g. [14]). 
This defines a projection p : E 4 FZ which is unique up to isotopy and up to composition 
with the action of rm. FEZ, on F*. We fix such a projection p. 
Let now KccS’\L be an oriented knot such that the linking number I&( K, 15) = 0. The 
knot K lifts to a closed curve !?G E. We apply Definition 3 to p : K’ + F* and obtain a small 
state sum WE E H of the form 
wii = p*rlr. where or E Z\O and 
the vi are distinct elements in HI(F; Z) (where we have identified the class [p(i)] with 0). 
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PROPOSITION 1. The unordered set of non-zero integers {Ui}ic, is an isotopy imariant 
OfKUL~S’. 
We denote this invariant by Wxvk 
Prooj: Wi is an isotopy invariant of EG E for the fixed projection p as follows from 
Theorem 1. Choosing another projection p’ sends Wi to CUi(T’;~i) for a fixed m. Here we 
had to identify rl;[p(l?)] = [p’(I?)] with 0. But r’; acts d’an isomorphism on Hi(F*; Z) 
and, hence, the rzqi are distinct for distinct i. It follows that the unordered set of coefficients 
{@Jid remains invariant. 
$3. A GENERALIZED UNKNOITING NUMBER 
Let L u K GS’ be an oriented link of two components. We assume that L is a non- 
trivial fibred knot. Let FZ be a fibre surface for L. 
Let h,, te [O, I], be a regular homotopy of K in S’\L such that he = K,h, is embedded 
in F2 and h,. t ~(0, 1) is an embedding except for a finite number of values oft where it has 
an ordinary self-intersection (see e.g. [6]). 
Definition 4. The minimal number of self-intersections among all such homotopies h, is 
called the unknotting number of K with respect o L and denoted by u‘(K). If there is no 
such homotopy at all we set uL( K) = co, 
Remark. Ifwe take for L the trivial knot in some ball B’cz.5’ such that B3 n K = 4 then 
uJK) is the usual unknotting number. 
If the linking number Ik(L, K)#O then n‘(K) = co, because h,cS’\L and, evidently, 
Ik(h,, L = dFZ) = 0. Therefore we assume in the sequel that Ik(L. K) = 0. 
Let qEh,” bc a self-intersection point. Let y+(q) and y-(q) denote 
oriented loops obtained from h,, by splitting h,, at q with respect o the 
distinguish two cases for the self-intersection q:
TYP I. W., y+(q)) = W, y-(q)) = 0 
TYP 11. WL, y+(d)#O, WL, y-(4)20. 
the (unordered) 
orientation. We 
Definition 5. The self-intersections of type I are called essential. 
Definition 4 we denote their minimal number by u:(K). 
Clearly, uL(K) 2 ui( K). 
Let W,,, = {ai},,, be the isotopy invariant of Ku LGS’ defined 
paragraph. 
PROPOSITION 2. ut( K) r 1/2x la,l. 
ICI 
In analogy to 
in the previous 
Prooj If hi G F’ then the lift ci 4 F* x {const.} G E. Consequently, p(l,) has no double 
points at all and W,,,, = 4. 
Let A,,, have a self-intersection q. We consider how W,,“‘ changes for t passing through 
I,,. The lift &, has a self-intersection exactly if q is essential. Let t+(i) and C-(G) be the classes 
corresponding to the double point GE&, (cf. $1). It follows from the “skein relation” (I) that 
W L,vL does not change if c+(G) = <-($([ = p(q)]). If t’(i)#t-(+)#O then exactly two 
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numbers Ui* lljE W,,“, change by + 1 and if 5 ‘(4) = r-(G) #O then exactly one number Oi 
changes by f 2. Consequently, there has to be at least l/2 C 1 iI a essential self-intersections 
in h, in order to make f+‘,t,, = 4 for t = 1. isl 
$4. A CONJUGACY INVARIANT FOR BRAIDS 
The conjugacy problem for the braid groups was solved by Garside [8]. However, his 
algorithm is too complex to be applicable in practice (see also [ 1,2,7,9]). So it is very useful 
to find simple invariants. 
Let B, be the braid group of braids of n strings (see [3]). We represent he closure of 
a braid BE B, as an oriented link j in Iw’ = {(x. y, z)} which does not intersect he z-axis and 
intersects each plane containing the z-axis transversely. As well known, there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between conjugacy classes in B, and isotopy classes of closed 
n-braids in the complement of the z-axis (see [Ill). Setting E = [W3\{z-axis}, FZ = R’\(O) 
and p(.r, y, z) = (x, y) we can define the invariant W;. But because we are interested only in 
conjugacy of braids, no Reidemeister moves of type I occur and we do not need the 
correction term in the definition of W;. It is also convenient to define the invariant as 
a Laurent polynomial. 
A naturally oriented meridian m of the z-axis rep_resents a generator of ff,(lw2\{O}) z Z. 
Hem the orientation is chosen in such a way that [fl] = n[m]. We assume that /! is a knot. 
Let c+(y) = n+(q)[m] and t-(q) = n-(q)[m] for any crossing 4 of /I, where t+(q) and r-(q) 
are defined as in Section I. Here n’(q) and n-(q) are positive integers and, clearly, 
n’(y) + n-(q) = n. Hcncc, they are in fact an ordered splitting of the string number 
n associated to the crossing (1. 
Definition 6. The invariant f?;(x) E Z[x, x- ‘1, where x is a variable, is dctincd as the sum 
over all crossings y (or lcttcrs in a word rcprcscnting /?) 
PROPOSITION 3. k;(x) is a conjugacy invariant of p E B, and has the following properties: 
^ 
(i) W;(x) is a symmetric Laurent polynomial, i.e. 
W+- 1) = W;(x). 
(ii) the maximal degree ojmonomials 
max deg @&Y) I; n - 2 
(iii) if /I is conjugate to a positive braid (i.e. one which can be represented by a word using 
only the standard generators o, and not their inverses) then max deg I@;(x) = n - 2 and all 
coe/ficienfs are non-negative. 
(iv) %i(l) is eyunl to the exponent sum e(b). 
Remark. As well known, every homomorphism of B, into an abelian group factors 
through the homomorphism e: B, -+ Z given by e(p). The map into the abelian group 
w;: B, + Z[x, x-‘-J is not a homomorphism but it is well defined on conjugacy classes in 
B,. Together with property (iv) this shows that t@z is a refinement of e. 
Prooj. Invariance follows directly from Theorem 1 and the remark in front of 
Definition 5. (ii) and (iv) follow immediately from the definition.To prove (i) we notice that 
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according to (1) a crossing change changes &j(x) by a symmetric polynomial. With crossing 
changes and conjugations every braid BE f?, (such that j is a knot) can be transformed into 
the braid 0. = cr,c? . . . CT,_,. A direct calculation shows @G,(X) = x”-’ + xnT4 + . . . 
+x 4-n + X2-n and, hence. u’;(x) is always symmetric. 
Let /I be a positive braid. Each crossing contributes to 6’;(x) a monomial with 
coefficient + 1 and, hence, no coefficient of @z(x) is negative. It is an elementary geometri- 
cal fact (which we will not prove) that there are always two crossings q, q’ such that 
In’(q) - n-(q)1 = In’(q’) - n-(q’)l = n - 2. The contributions of these crossings can not 
cancel because all other crossings contribute monomials with positive coefficients too. The 
proposition is proved. 
Example. 
/I = ala2a; ‘a2a4a; ‘a4a3a; ‘a: E B6. 
ti&x) = 4x2 + 1 + 4x-2 and, consequently, /I is not conjugate to any positive braid. @;(.x) 
can be calculated by hand in a few minutes! 
Remarks. 1. It seems to be difficult to extend I@;(x) to a knot invariant because it 
behaves unpredictably under stabilization (i.e. the second Markov mo_ve 131). 
2. In a forthcoming joint paper with C.-F. Bodigheimer we extend W;(x) to a conjugacy 
invariant for hyperelliptic mapping class groups. 
$5. CtlARACWRISTIC CI.ASSES FOR TIIE GROUP OF PURE BRAIDS 
Lets:&+ Cn be the projection of the braid group onto the symmetric group, induced 
by the additional relations af = 1. Let {z,},_, ,.,.,, ,,_ ,,! be the set of all elements of maximal 
cycle length (n - 1) in c,,. To each ai corresponds a unique positive braid of exponent sum 
(n - 1) in S-‘(ai). We dcnotc this braid by a, too. (The closure ii of each a, represents the 
unknot). 
Let P,cB, be the subgroup of the pure braids, i.e. braids which induce the trivial 
permutation in the symmetric group (see [3]). 
DeJnirion 7. The class IV, E H’(P,; Z[x* ‘I), i = 1, . . . .(n - l)!, is defined by 
W,(p) = W;Jx) - W;,(x) for /IEP,. 
LEMMA 2. The definition of Wi is correct. 
Proof: &i/j is a knot for DE P, and, hence, l@+(x) is defined. For any braid YE B, (such 
that S(y) = I) the contribution of a crossing to W;(x) is the same as the contribution of the 
same crossing to %;,&) for any /?E P,. For W, only the crossings in /II give contributions 
and, consequently, Wi is a homomorphism into the additive group of Laurent polynomials. 
The following lemma is proved with the same arguments. 
LEMMA 3. Let PEP,. The unordered set { Wi(p)}i=l.....(n- ,,, is a conjugacy invariant of 
/I in B,. 
Remarks. 1. It would be interesting to find out how the classes Wi are related to each 
other. Are they really different? 
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2. H,(P,; Z) z H and the map P, -, H,(P,; Z) is given by flee, where e(p) is the 
exponent sum of /?. H’,(b) evaluated at x = 1 is just e(b). Consequently, the set 
{wiCS))i=,.....C,-,,! can be considered as a refinement of the abelian invariant e(/3). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let PEP,. If at least one of the polynomials W,(b) has a negative 
coeficient then none of the braids /.I”, m-any positive integer, is conjugate in P, to a positive 
braid. ff all o/the polynomials W,(p) have a negative coefficient then none of the braids fl”, 
m- any positive integer, is conjugate in B, to a positive braid. 
Pro05 Wi(fi”) = m Wi(b) and, hence, Wi(fl”) has a negative coefficient. The proposition 
follows then from Lemma 3 and Proposition 3(iii). 
$6. EXCHANGE MOVES AND CONJUCACY CLASSES 
Birman and Menasco introduced an important new move for closed braids in order to 
avoid stabilization in the study of link types as closed braids [4]. Following them we call 
this move exchange move. It is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
One strand is weighted with a positive integer n, so the whole braid /3 belongs to B, + 2. 
The X and Y are braids in B. + r. We denote the n new negative crossings (i.e. after the move) 
which are nearest before the box X by p,, . . . ,p., and we denote the n new crossings just 
behind the box by ql, . . . ,q.. 
Definition 8. Let a be a knot. The defect A(x) E Z [x* ‘1 of the exchange move is defined 
II 
0 x Y r 
II 
PI,...,P. 
X Y 
-@ 
Vl,...,V" 
. . 
Fig. 5. 
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by 
A(x) = i xI+t~I)-n-(41) + ~*(PI)-n-lPc) + Xn-(pr)-n+(Pi) . 
i=1 
Repeated applications of the exchange move create infinitely many presentations of the 
same link type as a (n + 2)-braid. 
PROPOSITION 5. If A(x) f 0 then all braids obtained from /I by repeated applications of the 
exchange move are pairwise non conjugate. 
Proof Changing all crossings p, , . . . ,p., q1 , . . . ,4. we obtain a braid conjugate to /?. 
Consequently, with respect to (1) the exchange move adds A(x) to l?;(x) and k times 
repeated applications add k*A(x). The proposition follows then from Proposition 3. 
Example 1. As well known, the number of pairwise non-conjugate presentations of 
a link as a 3-braid is always finite (see [13-J). So the simplest examples hould be 4-braids. 
Setting in Fig. 5 n = 2, X = ulez, Y = u2 we obtain presentations of the unknot. Let 
/I(m) denote the braid which is the result of applying m times the exchange move to /?. An 
easy calculation shows 
where 
I@;tm) = 2x2 - I + 2xe2 + mA(x), 
A(x) = 2x2 - 4 + 2x - 2. 
Consequently, all P(m) are pairwise non-conjugate. 
Example 2. The first examples of infinitely many pairwise non-conjugate presentations 
of the unknot as a braid with four strings were obtained by Morton [I 11, For his examples 
Br = cl*2 2’+ %,a; 2i E B& i 2 0, 
one obtains 
I@& = x2 + I + x-2 + i( - 2x2 + 4 - 2x-7 
and, hence, all the braids /I, are non-conjugate to all the braids P(m) from Example I. 
47. IRREDUCIBLE BRAID PRESENTATIONS OF THE UNKNOT 
If a braid BE B, is conjugate to ye.f-l,, for some y E B,_ 1 then p is said to be reducible. So, 
one can pass from /? to y without using Markov moves which increase the string index (cf. 
[I, 5, 12, 151). The examples of the previous paragraph are all reducible. Morton [I23 gave 
the first example of an irreducible presentation of the unknot as a braid with four strings. In 
this paragraph WC use Mortons approach (which uses an idea of Rudolph [IS] and Casson) 
to show that there are infinitely many such presentations. 
THEOREM 2. The braids 
p. = (a; ‘a; ‘0; ‘)“(a; ‘a; 2a; ‘o~u,)(b,b~o,)“(a2u~o~ ‘a,o; *) E Bq, n 2 0, 
have unknotted closure and are pairwise non-conjugate. The braids /?. for n = 4 mod 5 are all 
irreducible. 
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Prooj: The starting point is Mortons example 
fl= a; ‘a2a; ‘a2a:a; ‘alo; ’ E B4. 
j? is irreducible and has unknotted closure. We take the arc a and push it through the 
hatched region in its previous position (see Fig. 6). This is an isotopy of the knot. The 
resulting braid has the same exponent sum as fl and will be our braid /?e. It allows some kind 
of exchange move, namely rotating the arc IX around the first three strings. An easy 
calculation shows that the defect of this move A(x)=O. Therefore we make a “partial 
exchange move”, namely rotating the arc a only around the second and third strings (see 
Fig. 7). Iterating this move leads to the braids 6.. The defect of this move 
A(x) = 4 - 2x2 - 2x-=, and, hence, all the braids & are pairwise non-conjugate. 
Following Morton [12] we consider the representation 
cb:B4 -+ SL(2, Z). defined by 
A direct calculation shows 
tr(b(fl,)) = 14011~ + l06n + 22. 
(b) 
(a) 
Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 7. 
If 8. is reducible then it follows from the classification up to conjugacy of the presentations 
of the unknot in B, that either 
+(/I”)) = 3 + c2 + cd - dZ 
or 
for same 
I+/@“)) = 1 + a2 - f1C + 2 
oSL(2, Z) (cf. [12]). Consequently. either 
4n + I =(2c + d)’ mod 5 
or 
2c2 + 4n + 4r(2a - c)~ mod 5. 
An easy analysis shows that exactly for n ~4 mod 5 none of the both cases is possible. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark. The trace rr is clearly a conjugacy invariant and, hence, it shows again that the 
braids B. are pairwise non-conjugate. But tr doesn’t behave additively under iteration of the 
move in difference to the defect A(x), and, hence, the calculation of tr is more tedious. 
!$I. AN EQUIVALENCE RELATION FOR BRAIDED SURFACFS 
A positive band in the braid group 8. is a conjugate of one of the standard generators, 
and a negative band is the inverse of a positive band. Each representation of a braid as 
a product of bands yields a handle decomposition of a certain ribbon surface in the 4-ball 
bounded by the corresponding closed braid. These surfaces are called braided surfaces. 
TOP 32:2-E 
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They were introduced and studied by Rudolph in the beautiful paper [15]. Following 
Rudolph, let b = (b(l), . . . , b(k)), where each b(i) is a positive or negative band in B,, denote 
a band representation of the braid /I = b(l) . . . b(k) E B,. There are four natural operations 
that relate different band representations of the same braid 8. 
I. If for somej b(j)b(j + 1) = 1 EB, then bw(b(l), . . . ,b(j - l), b(j + 1). . . . ,b(k)) 
is called an elementary contraction. 
II. The opposite operation to I, called elementary expansion. 
III. bw 
( 
b(l), . . . ,b(j - I), b(Jb(j + l)b(j)-‘, b(j), b(j + 2), . . . 
1 
a forward slide. 
IV. bw b(l), . . . ,b(j - 
( 
l), b(j + l), b(j + l)-‘b(j)b(j + I), b(j + 2), . . . 
> 
a back- 
ward slide (this move is opposite to III). 
A theorem of Rudolph says. that two band representations of /I in B, may always be joined 
by a finite sequence in which adjacent band representations differ by one of the four moves 
above [IS]. 
Let S:B, -+ 2, be the projection onto the symmetric group. 
De$nifion 9. A handle slide is called permutation preserving if it doesn’t change the 
image of the handle in the symmetric group, i.e. for forward slides S(b(j)b(j + I)b(j)-‘)= 
S(b(j + I)) and for backward slides S(b(j + I)- ‘b(j)b(j + I)) = S(b(j)). Two band repres- 
cntations (or braided surfaces) are called permutation preserving equivalent if they can be 
joined by a finite sequcncc in which adjacent band representations differ by move of type 
I or II or a permutation preserving slide of type 111 or IV or a conjugation by bands in B,. 
Every band b(j) is of the form aa: ‘a-‘, a E B,, i E {I, . . . , n - I}. WC call the a: ’ the 
centre of the band. 
Definition IO. Let $ be a knot. The invariant V,,(x) E Z [x] is delined as the sum over the 
ccntrcs p of all bands b(j) of the band representation b of /I. 
V&c) = CW(p)XI”*(p’-“-(p’I. 
P 
PKOPOSITION 6. V*(x) is invariant under permutation preserving equivalence. 
Proofi The images in the plane of the braid obtained by splitting the centre of a band 
b(j) and of the braid obtained by splitting the centre of the adjacent band b(j)-’ are the 
same. Consequently, the moves I and II don’t change V*(x). 
Let p be the centre of a band b(j) and let p’ be the centre of the resulting band 
b(j + I)- ’ b(j)b( j + I) after a handle slide. The braid obtained by splitting p is identical to 
the braid obtained by splitting p’. 
Let q be the centre of the band b(j + 1) before the handle slide and let q’ be the centre of 
the resulting band b(j + I) after the (now assumed) permutation preserving handle slide. 
Clearly, In+(q) - n-(q)1 is determined by s(b(1). . . b(j - l)b(j)b(j + 2). . . b(k)) up to 
conjugation in En. Analogous, In’(q’) - n-(q’)l is determined by 
S b(1). . . b(j - 1) b(j + I)-‘b(j)b(j + 1) 
> 
b(j + 2). . . b(k) . 
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But 
b(j + I)-‘b(j)b(j + 1) 
> 
and, consequently, 
In’(q) - n-(q)1 = In+(d) - n-(4x 
An example easily shows that n+(q) - n-(q) = n-(q’) - n+(q’) and, hence, taking the 
absolute value of n+(q) - n-(q) in the definition of V,(x) is really necessary. The rest of the 
proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 1. 
n-2 
Let V&K) = C a,.~‘, ai E Z. For any band representation b let Mb’ denote the associated 
i=O 
braided surface. The Euler characteristic x(Mz) = n - k, where k is the number of bands 
(compare [IS]). 
PROPOSITION 7. Let b’ be any band representation which is permutation preserving 
n-2 
equivalent of the band representation b of flE B, (fi is a knot). Then x(Mi.) 5 n - 1 Jail. 
i=o 
n-2 
Proc$ V,,.(x)- V,,(x) and the proposition follows from the evident inequality k’ 2 C Iail 
i=o 
(because each band contributes only a monomial f xi into V&X)). 
Remark. It would bc very interesting to compare V,,(x) with Vb.(x) for band represcnta- 
tions b and b’ of fi which are not permutation preserving equivalent. This problem seems to 
bc of the same sort as Remark I in paragraph 4. 
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